Central Board Minutes
6 February 1963

Corrections
After some discussion between the Secretary and Vice-President, it was
decided that the secretary was correct in her interpretation of Pres.
Newburn’s remarks on renaming schools.

Correspondence
The Friends of the Library conveyed their thanks for our gift. The
Montana Wool Growers sent thanks for our satisfactory conduction of
their pageant and expressed apologies for the conduct of MSC in the
matter. President Whitelaw read a quotation submitted to him from
Clinton Rositor, our conservative conscience, from the minutes of
1 October 1935, to wit: "Absent members from Central Board shall
bring candy and gum for other members."

Publications Committee
Willbur Wood, being the only candidate to apply for the position, was
recommended to Central Board to be appointed as Kaimin Editor. DENNIS
MOVED, BERTHELSON SECONDED, THAT WE APPOINT WOOD AS KAIMIN EDITOR.
Bowler (Printer) said that it was not a lack of interest that caused
only one applicant, but that the staff and interested applicants sort
of "worked it out themselves" who would apply for various positions.
MOTION PASSED, 12 FOR, 1 AGAINST.

Marge Dightman recommended that we appoint Jerry Holloran as Managing
Editor. Holloran was also an only applicant. COLE MOVED, MACDONALD
SECONDED, THAT WE APPOINT JERRY HOLLORAN AS MANAGING EDITOR. PASSED
UNANIMOUSLY. Ed Nicholls, sole applicant, was recommended for Kaimin
Business Manager. FULLER MOVED, BERTHELSON SECONDED, THAT WE APPOINT
NICHOLLS AS BUSINESS MANAGER OF THE KAIMIN. PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Planning Committee
Jones reported that the Curriculum Committee was in its final drafting
stages, and that he was consulting with Dr. Jeppesen of the faculty
senate and Dr. Abbott of the administration regarding working with them.
In answer to questions about the actual power of the committee, Jones
said it would serve in a strictly advisory capacity, working with
the Faculty Senate Curriculum committee and any others feasible.

Vice President
Robinson reported that the Personnel Committee had picked Stacy Swor
to fill out the remainder of Marshall Dennis’s term as Special Events
Chairman, and had selected Margo Low to act as Leadership Camp chairman
with Bill Goesling as assistant chairman. ROBINSON MOVED, COLE SECONDED,
THAT THE AFOREMENTIONED PERSONS BE APPOINTED TO THE RESPECTIVE POSITIONS.
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.

Miscellaneous Comment
Bowler, editor-type, explained that each new person is given several
weeks instruction on the Kaimin this quarter before the new staff takes
over next quarter.
Dennis said the trouble with MSC over Miss Wool Pageant was due to
the fact that the date of the pageant had had to be changed and that
MSC thought we weren’t playing square.

Triangle Representative
Mary Iauderback reported that she had met with Dean Clow and with Miss
Chamberlain, and that in relation to food in the dorm rooms, Dormitory
Council could handle it, and in regard to an evening Sunday Meal, all
that was needed was for a sufficient number of people to request it.
New Student Union
As several freshmen had petitioned for another referendum, Ann Bartlett SUPC Chairman said that another vote was tentative scheduled for the week of February 25 to March 1. In answer to questions, Bartlett explained that it was to a sort of dual vote--first on whether we wanted a new building at all and second whether we were willing to pay for one. No plans were planned to be submitted before this vote however. Whitelaw appointed Ben Lynn Bertelson, Don Robinson, Dave Browman, and himself to work along with Ann Bartlett in drawing up the wording of the new proposal.

Old Business
Whitelaw reported that the library did not have sufficient money or staff to keep the library in operation longer hours.
Whitelaw reported that he had met with Dean Bolen to discuss the possibility of ASWSU supporting a Great Artist Series.
Dennis reported that the All School Talent Show had been postponed until next quarter at the earliest.

New Business
Closing of Grill for Convo
Mary Lauderback relayed a request from Visiting Lecturers Committee to have the grill shut down from 9:00-10:30 next Monday the 18th so that more people would be inclined to go to the Charter Day Convocation.

ROBINSON MOVED, JOHNSON SECONDED, THAT WE ASK THE FOOD SERVICE TO CLOSE THE GRILL FROM 9 to 10:30 MONDAY THE 18. Johnson said that she thought this on occasion worth a try to get the students out. Cole thought rather it a negative approach. Dennis objected to the principle of trying to force students to go somewhere. It was noted, however, that Main Hall is oft shut down on this occasion and all the clerks sent scurrying over to this convocation. MOTION PASSED 7-3-1, with Fuller, Woods, Cole against, and Dennis abstaining.

AIESEC
Elmer Cole, from town, came to explain the program for AIESEC (International Association for Economic, Scientific, and Cultural Exchange) Local committees would arrange job exchanges with communities abroad, on a 1-1 basis. Usually Bus Ad or Econ Clubs run it on campuses with the help of the townspeople in procuring jobs and quarters, and with the help of the university in supplying office and communication supplies. Wage scale depends on the locale; the exchange helps the student in a sort of executive apprenticeship and the countries through better understanding. Our part in this undertaking was simply to get the wheels rolling if we were interested and get a local committee started. Applicants must pay a flat fee to apply, and the exchange committee provides for lodging; hence it would cost us essentially nothing but time. A certain proficiency in the language of the country is required. Both men and women are eligible to apply. Alice MacDonald and Marshall Dennis volunteered to work with Elmer Cole to see what could be worked out in promoting this on campus and in Missoula.

Meeting adjourned
Minutes typed in absentia

Jmh/dlb

Joanne Marie Hassing

Present: BOWLER, COLE, BERTELSON, BROOKMAN, FULLER, HAS SING, JOHNSON, MACDONALD, ROBINSON, SCHMALLE, WHITE LAW, WOODS, Abbott, Cogswell, Ulvedal, Asselstine, DENNIS, Gibson, Erickson, Jones, P. Bowler, Dightman, Lauderback, E. Cole